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Things are never going to change, or "This is just the way I am - I'm never going to get better", are

just a few of the damaging lies Christians believe about themselves, their situations, and their walk.

But Dr. Stanley shares the real truth as God sees it.With this powerful and inspiring message,

listeners will reconnect with the grand vision God had when He uniquely created them. They will

learn that regardless of setbacks, failures, and frustrations, there is a better path based in His Word,

one that's full of freedom and purpose. This book takes them to their specifically designed paths to

become exactly who the Father made them to be and achieve exactly what He designed them for.
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Reading,"How to Reach Your Full Potential for God",, I was impressed by the scriptural backing of

the book.Covering seven principles that often reflect the daily concerns that as Christians, people

find themselves struggling or looking how to deal with, Dr. Charles Stanley, provides biblical backed

solutions and examples from the Bible of how to seek God's Word, to reach,our individual potential,

to serve and worship our Heavenly Father at our best.What ,"How to Reach Your Full Potential for

God",, doesn't do, is be an everyday self help book,but instead emphasize how our Heavenly Father

can help you.Backing suggestions with scripture, ,"How to Reach Your Full Potential for God",,

indeeds reaching it's full potential, and is a wonderful suggestion for those who are seeking to

develop a deeper and more active relationship with our Heavenly Father and a book, that could

easily be recommend,not as "the source", but as a tool for helping new to "young" Christians



seeking to have a more substantial relationship with our Heavenly Father.Dr. Stanley, constantly

reemphasizes that,"How to Reach Your Full Potential for God",, does not take the place of the

ultimate source of guidance, the Bible, but does help provide useful references that anyone could

find value in.On page 16, Dr. Stanley shares, "The Christian life was never intended to be a matter

of book learning or hard knowledge. God wants us to live out the life He created and intends for us

to live".There are some parts of the book that are encouraging and others that for some, may feel

convicting due to its bluntness and telling the reader what they need to hear, not what they want to

hear, and it lives up to what Dr. Stanley says that,"Anytime we turn fromthe Fatehr's way to our way,

we grieve Him. Anytime we choose what we want over what God wants for us, we stifle the Holy

Spirit's ability to help us" (pg.38)However the truth is, reading this book, there was so many

quotable quotes, examples and scripture that could be shared that it really helps open doors that

God seeks to open.If you are truly inspired to live a more fruitful and deeper relationship with our

Heavenly Father, I recommend,"How to Reach Your Full Potential for God",.No one is perfect, but

no one is so imperfect that they don't have the potential to be used for and in a way that will glorify

our Heavenly Father."How to Reach Your Full Potential for God",, is a great reminder that it's not

about changing or altering who God has made us to be, but about a relationship that aims at

maturing and making us better who we are and that is a good thing."How to Reach Your Full

Potential for God",, is just an overall encouraging book for either general reading, or discovering

how to take your relationship with our Heavenly Father to another level and a recommend read to

all.

Pleasing God is something all Christians strive for, but it is not always easy. There are always

obstacles in the way; many times we create these obstacles ourselves. In Dr. Charles Stanley's new

book How to Reach Your Full Potential for God, he teaches us how to be pleasing to God. Dr.

Stanley focuses on seven essentials for being our best for God:Essential 1: Having a clean

heartEssential 2: Having a clear mindEssential 3: Using your giftsEssential 4: Having a healthy

bodyEssential 5: Having right relationshipsEssential 6: Having a balanced scheduleEssential 7:

Taking God-approved risksCharles Stanley is a name that I can trust to turn to for guidance in all

aspects of life. I have enjoyed several of his previous books, but I have to say that his new book is

by far the best I have read. As I read this book, I could hear Dr. Stanley's compassionate and

soothing voice as if I was listening to one of his sermons. He presents the truth in this book and

applies it to my life in a practical and useable way.I have tremendous respect for Dr. Stanley and I

always look forward to learning from him and seeking his wisdom. How to Reach Your Full Potential



for God is a valuable resource for Christians to live better for God.

If you're not satisfied with your life, or you desire to reach a higher potential then Charles F.

Stanley's book, How to Reach Your Full Potential for God, is a good choice for you. In this book

Stanley focuses on the main areas of a person's life that bring or hinder great potential (i.e. the

relationships, schedules, heart and mind). This book discusses how such areas need to be

functioning in order to reach the potential that God has placed on your life. God has made every

person with a great future in mind for them, but so often we fail to reach our potential because we

don't focus on the right things, in the right way. I found this book to be full of good information,

especially for someone who may be new in the faith, and is looking for answers about the kind of life

that God wants His children to live. This book is written very simply, and addresses the basics of

what is means to live out your full potential in God. The principles given are very simple, and they

are ones that any seasoned Christian should know, but sadly so many fail to live out. For the new

believer this book is full of vital information, and for the long-time believer this book is a good

reminder of just how we are meant to live in Christ.
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